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NOTE: 2016 TRIATHLON VOLUNTEERING DETAILS, CLICK HERE

Only seconds after the Hares set us  our way in pouring rain.. Give Her Another One fell flat on her 
arse in the mud...and tried to wash it off with her bottle of water...I pointed out to her it was pissing 
down...she would have enough water soon!

Hares in.. ( the rain had just about stopped).I told everyone that it was Wilma's 50th Birthday and he 
has given us 20 Baht beers. His son, Pebbles got his Virgin Hare shirt and his girlfriend, Little Toe got 
her 25 Run shirt..A big day for family Wilma..his Mom and sister were here from Denmark  to see him 
spend his money..Thanks Wilma!

It was also Billy No Mates 61st Birthday..HBYC's !

GM called in the past GMs as I had already asked them to rate my first 3 months of my GMship - out 
of 10...scores were ranging from 10 from King Klong (thank you) to -10 from Gorgeous! I said that I 
had asked all the ex GM's, who are held in high esteem for advice prior to me taking office..SADG 
jumped up and shouted..you never asked me...sorry SADG it was a set up...I asked none of you but 
Blue Harlot and I knew you would say something! I then asked them all to give just one piece of 
advice...just before I put my ear plugs in!! Thank you Ex GM's for your service to PHHH!

Yanks in..to congratulate them for their new President..I said that Clinton must not lose hope as Nelson
Mandela wasn't elected until after serving 27 years in jail!

http://phuket-hhh.com/
http://phuketdir.com/phukethashhouseharriers/volunteer2016.shtml


RETURNERS in..just a few..welcome to the rain!

VIRGINS in..Eight from all over..inc Wilma's mate from Denmark..I thought they had enough water 
for today..but our Water Babes thought otherwise!

VISITING HASHERS in Two Dicks and his wife, Red Ken from Chester, UK and 3 girls from Chang
Mai ladies !..Red Ken won our Tee Shirt..but as she threw  beer over your host GM in the Blue Pipe 
Drinking test...can I have it back?

NEW MEMBER..Will Boyce has his 5th Run..welcome as a member!

STEWARD...Jungle Balls..he kicked us with a song..he got Pole Position ,Paper and Twice Nightly to 
squat in from of Blue Harlot, Tulips, Short Circuit and Dr F J to help out with his chorus..which was 
just the sound of straining of having a shite ERRGGHH!! All this to the tune of..STRAINING IN THE 
NIGHT...

Straining in the night, you sat there squatting
From what I could smell, something was rotting
Something that you'd ate was going to pass from you.........ERRGGHH, groans the chorus..etc, 
etc!

Jungle Balls then got all the fatties in..inc me! and the girls pinned on tassels on our man boobs..we had
to try to get our tassels swinging in opposite directions..we all failed but it made everyone laugh!
Yanks in...Trump may be onto something with the wall..the Chinese built a wall and you don't see any 
Mexicans in China! Great visual spot JB, Thanks!

RUN OFFENSES..Manneken Pis gets in Fungus as he was running with loads in front of him and lots 
of tall grass either side of the track..he couldn't overtake as he would of been lost in the tall grass! 
Fungus stayed in and calls for Blue Harlot as they all ran past 6 young lads having a naked 
shower...keep BH away from them! SADG gets the Hares in and Root..lots of big and small holes 
around on the Run but Root found the biggest and disappeared down it! Short Circuit got in all the 
Mekong Hashers.(10 went on a trip) They went through water there but with the army..so this was 
easy! Minnie Mouse called in the girls from Chang Mai and sat them on the ice as it is good weather up
there! Hares, Long Time and Grumbling Bitch in next as she was falling just about everywhere on the 
Run..LT only ran in the mud...dirty bugger! I called in Tommy, our man from Sweden/Finland..I asked 
him how long is he here for and he answered..I just come and go....so CUM AND GO was born! A 
long time Frog was also named...TRIPPLE CRIPPLE!

CRIPPLE OF THE WEEK...SADG calls in Rampant Rabbit (arm in sling), Kiss My Ring and newly 
named Triple Cripple..there was only going to be one winner this
week..Triple Cripple!

HARES in..The Run Master pointed out that Wilma was expecting
Hash Shit for the 15th time (re email to GM)...but MP said it was a
great Run...and everyone called for Good Run...so MP said fuck it,
Wilma will get Hash Shit anyway!

ON ON , NOT CLEAVER (GM & SCRIBE )

JOIN USALL NEXT WEEK FOR FELLOWSHIP AND FUN


